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Historically, operating systems have had much more attention 

from the attacker perspective. Due to the security technologies 

implemented in the modern operating systems and the myriad 

of security solutions protecting the various layers, the next 

logical step for an attacker is to move below the operating 

system. Currently, there are no comprehensive security 

monitoring solutions down the stack into firmware and 

hardware, thus allowing a greater level of stealthiness to 

potential attackers. 


Even signed firmware can’t be trusted. Relying on 

traditional integrity checks is simply not enough.

Binarly 
Platform


Firmware presents a ripe environment for any attacker from financially motivated cybercriminals 

to nation-state APT adversaries. Since last year, mainstream media have published multiple articles 

covering APT and Ransomware campaigns utilizing malicious components (e.g. Trickbot, ESPecter, 

FinSpy, iLOBleed, MoonBounce, etc.) that target system firmware and subvert the boot process to 

bypass Secure Boot.
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Firmware is a type of software that provides low-level control for device specific 

hardware by exposing an interface for interacting with other hardware devices and 

the operating system. The complexity of the firmware has grown over the years and 

its attack surface can be compared to the one of a comprehensive operating system.



Today, security teams can leverage the Binarly Platform to automate securing the 

firmware supply chain through identification of malicious firmware modifications, 

implanted malware, known/unknown vulnerabilities, and hardware 

misconfigurations that can open the doors for the attackers to influence the boot 

process or compromise the firmware trust. 



The Binarly Platform takes advantage of the combination of machine learning and 

binary code analysis to build a new approach in identifying firmware security risks. 

Based on Binarly’s findings, actionable items are detailed to the end-user to 

mitigate the security alerts and equip the incident response teams with a timeline 

of firmware changes to identify when a breach or incident occurred.
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The Binarly SaaS Analytics Platform is a cloud solution that 

allows security teams to have comprehensive visibility into 

hardware and firmware security failures by leveraging deep-

code inspection technology at the binary level to power 

machine learning models. The Binarly Platform performs 

three key functions:


Binarly SaaS 
Platform Analyze 


Perform deep inspection on customer device snapshots to 

identify malicious code patterns (implants), anomalies and 

vulnerabilities, as well as highlighting firmware and 

hardware misconfigurations that can negatively impact 

security of the system boot process while offering long 

term stealthiness.


Identify 


The identified problems are assessed 


and prioritized as action items to allow security teams 


to take corresponding steps towards improving the overall 

security posture of the monitored devices. A timeline with 

firmware changes based on the code similarity is 

produced to highlight, in the case of an attack, the initial 

point of intrusion and speed up the response process.



Respond 

Based on the assessed analysis results, comprehensive 

reports are generated to provide security teams actionable 

insights and risk scores to measure impact and reduce the 

cost and time to respond to hardware and firmware 

security incidents using the industry first Managed Detect 

and Response (MDR) offering.





Inspect: Device Snapshot Introspection

Binarly Collector gathers comprehensive device information consisting of a variety 

of pieces of firmware, the corresponding platform configuration and runtime data. 

The acquired device snapshot is uploaded to the customer instance in the Binarly 

Cloud for analysis to identify security gaps below the operating system. The core 

components are:



 - tool to acquire the device forensic snapshot consisting of 

the system firmware and other pieces of firmware, platform configuration data and 

runtime information.



 - validate any device snapshot against the previous 

snapshots to detect code changes and classify them into human readable 

categories (malicious, anomalous, functional).



 - detect known vulnerabilities and 

malicious implants using the Binarly’s proprietary semantic-based detection 

technology to identify vulnerable code patterns based on deep-code binary 

inspection; scope the impacted vendors by running across device fleets.



 - identify device misconfigurations, supply chain 

problems and provide detailed information on the root cause of these failures.
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The analyzed data is next assessed to provide a 

comprehensive view about the security risks 

identified below the Operating System by arming 

the security teams with actionable items to act 

upon and device timeline of changes to highlight 

the point of intrusion for fast reaction. The 

inspected information is disseminated as reports to 

provide a complete picture of the device attack 

surface quantified by a risk score metric. The key 

components are presented below:

Analyze: Device 
Attack Surface

Timeline of changes

build a timeline of firmware code changes and classify 

those changes as described above. Narrow down and 

highlight the initial point of intrusion in the case of a 

malicious code pattern (implant) being detected.


Risk Score

customer specific risk score computed using Binarly’s 

algorithm based on the severity metric associated with 

the issues uncovered, actionable items, vulnerabilities 

and malicious code patterns (implants) identified.

Decision Flow 

correlate the identified issues in the Inspect phase into 

actionable items, so that security teams can act fast 

upon using their implemented workflows and 

integrations.






Reporting 

detailed reports consisting of all the performed 

verifications, issued alerts and correlated action items 

as well as identified vulnerabilities, malicious code 

patterns (implants) and anomalies.









Detailed reports, timelines of changes and 

firmware specific workflows help security teams 

and incident responders to act quickly towards 

successful mitigations of the identified failures. 

The main response functionality components are 

presented below:


Response: 
Vulnerability 
Management and 
Incident Response 
Enablement

Vulnerability and Implant Detection 
at Scale

leverage the FwHunt technology to detect vulnerabilities 

at scale in diverse customer device fleets.



Actionable Dashboard 

decisions on which alerts are important are done using 

Binarly proprietary algorithms developed by experts in 

hardware and firmware security. Device risk remediation 

playbooks and their supporting data are presented in the 

Binarly dashboard or can be exported via supported 

integrations.







Managed Detect and Response 

industry’s first semi-automated MDR solution primarily 

focused on firmware and hardware security.










Linux Vendor 
Firmware Service

About Acrobator 
Ventures:

LVFS leverages the Binarly FwHunt technology to scan 

all the vendor uploaded firmware updates prior to these 

distributables being made available for consumption by 

end-users for updating their devices.




Linux Vendor Firmware Service (LVFS) is a portal that 

allows OEM/ODM vendors to sign up and upload 

redistributable firmware updates. End-users can consume 

those updates to keep their devices patched. 

Using the FwHunt rules provided by Binarly, the LVFS can scan gigabytes of 

existing firmware looking for vendors and models affected by specific CVEs. 

Running the same rules on new firmware we can ensure that new vendors 

joining the LVFS are notified of unpatched supply-chain issues, and also can 

ensure that existing vendors do not accidentally ship firmware which 

accidentally reverts the security fixes. I'm really happy we can work with 

Binarly, and can continue to protect the firmware supply chain.

“
Richard Hughes, LVFS Maintainer, Red Hat.



Insyde 
Forensycs

About Acrobator 
Ventures:

Binarly and Insyde are partnering to develop a joint 

solution performing in-depth inspection on the Insyde’s 

platform release candidates prior to sending them to 

their OEM/ODM partners. Next, after firmware 

customization and applying the latest fixes the OEM/

ODM partners should perform a second inspection to 

make sure the latest changes didn’t introduce any 

weaknesses.





The in-depth inspection leverages the Binarly Platform to 

identify vulnerabilities and anomalous code patterns and 

make sure that previously reported vulnerabilities are not 

reintroduced in the latest deliverables.



We value the work that Binarly is doing to help make firmware more secure 

and appreciate their professionalism while working with us to report these 

issues in a timely manner. Their AI-powered approach to identifying threats is 

proving to be a valuable tool to help provide stronger firmware security.


“
Tim Lewis, CTO and Head of Insyde Software’s Office of Security and Trust




Immune 
Partnership

About Acrobator 
Ventures:

The partnership, which integrates Binarly’s AI-powered 

SaaS analysis platform with immune’s supply chain 

protection and device attestation and provides a joint 

solution performing in-depth inspection of firmware and 

hardware to ensure the device isn’t tampered with 

before an endpoint security solution is trusted before 

launched by the operating system.




The combined solution detects known and unknown 

threats in multiple firmware components across devices. In 

addition, the solution can find known and unknown 

vulnerabilities that can influence the boot process or 

compromise the firmware trust by leveraging machine-

learning, advanced binary code analysis and existing 

hardware-assisted security like a Trusted Platform Module 

(TPM).



We are impressed with Binarly’s unique approach to solving a very complex 

problem and are proud to be working with them to secure modern computer 

infrastructure.



“
Philipp Deppenwiese, CEO and co-founder of immune GmbH.




About Binarly:
Founded in 2021, Binarly brings decades of research experience identifying hardware and firmware security 

weaknesses and threats. Based in Pasadena, California, Binarly’s agentless, enterprise-class AI-powered 

firmware security platform helps protect from advanced threats below the operating system. The company’s 

technology solves firmware supply chain security problems by identifying vulnerabilities, malicious firmware 

modifications and providing firmware SBOM visibility without access to the source code. Binarly’s cloud-

agnostic solutions give enterprise security teams actionable insights, and reduce the cost and time to 

respond to security incidents.



